
Tonight’s lecture title: ‘Design is a Frame to 
Nature’.  This is also written on the front 
page of our website.  ‘A Frame to Nature’ : 
is in reference to Landscape, and how 
formative Landscape is on how we think as 
architects…..







I grew up in Pennsylvania, in East Stroudsburg, Pa.  And I love the 
landscape there - near Bethlehem Steel.

The rugged steel and coal country landscape, mixed with rural 
rolling hills, and the Pennsylvania Dutch farmland are places of
great beauty and majesty that still inform my work, and make me 
smile.

I spent the majority of my year in Pennsylvania.





I spent summers in Texas, which is where I was born (in 
Abilene) and where my mother’s family still lives, primarily on 
ranchlands.

So I love that landscape as well. In fact, I own a house in 
Marfa, Texas. We’re just starting a project there soon, building 
a deck floating in a field of Texas grasses.

My mother and my Dad met because he was stationed in 
Abilene during World War 2. So I have two landscapes to 
thank for my formation as an architect.





Tonight’s talk is about Landscape, and how Landscape is a 
determining factor in hMa’s work.

Landscape and the relationship between building and 
landscape have become our focus.  

There are many different ways of seeing Landscape today.





Al Gore’s movie, ‘An Inconvenient Truth’ - has become one 
way that we all see the Landscape.





Our work is an attempt to grab onto the fleeting images of Nature

Rocks, Old Growth Trees, Clear Clean water.

And also to act Responsibly in our use of these materials -
keeping in mind issues of Sustainability…………………..





American Landscape has inspired the work of one of the architects 
who I admire most:

Frank Lloyd Wright





And American Landscape has also been the topic of many of 
the songwriters and Poets who I believe most strongly capture 
the American Psyche:

Bob Dylan

Pete Seeger





Woody Guthrie





We see Site as the Origin for our projects.

Materials in our projects are a means of bringing the building 
together with the site.

I live in New York City, so the projects that I want to start with 
are about the New York Landscape.





Battery Park City Community Center is a new 60,000 square 
foot community center that we’re designing adjacent to ground 
zero.

A 700 foot-long glass wall that is an ellipse, that takes visitors to 
the site past the Center, toward Ground Zero.

The Wall is an important public element of the design.





We are collaborating with composer Michael Schumacher on 
the Wall.

Michael has been commissioned to write a piece of music for 
the wall, ‘For the Birds’.

Birds are the most affected species on the planet that have 
been most affected by pollution.

We’re taking Michael’s composition, which will be a composite 
of different Bird Songs, and will be etching it onto the face of the 
glass.

So that walking past the building, Visitors will be able to ‘see’
the Bird song.  We’ll also have CD’s for sale in the Center.





The interiors are mostly glass, concrete, water and woods.

The building will be a Platinum LEED Certified Community Center,
which is a great positive statement for the community that was 
most hard hit by 9/11.  This is a real give-back to the Community.

We often collaborate with Artists.  This will be our third 
Collaboration with Michael Schumacher, in addition to his ‘Music 
Box’ that we designed for his ‘Sound Installation Project’.







green guidelines





Brooklyn waterfront

Pratt under construction





The Juliana Curran Terian Pratt Pavilion





The Juliana Curran Terian Pratt Pavilion: concept model and 
diagram



















Waveline





Waveline site: Queens, NY





Waveline site plan





Waveline model















Pre-Fab House: Easton, Pennsylvania



















Holley House site: Garrison, NY at Peek Lake





left: Holley House

right: Jasper Francis Cropsey, Autumn, On the Hudson, 1860





left: Holley House

right: Andy Goldsworthy, Storm King Wall , 1998, Mountainville, NY





Holley House: design and construction process





Holley House: site plan























Hudson River House













left: See-Thru House, Dallas, TX

right: sculptures by Donald Judd in Marfa, TX

















The Infinity Chapel for the Tenth Church of Christ, Scientist, 
Greenwich Village, NYC





















Chapel of the Light for Queens Herald Church, 
Flushing, NY











Architects Design Music, 2004











Chattanooga Nature Interpretive Center



















Vox Harbour is another project that is an Artist Collaboration, this time 
with sound artist Jane Philbrick.

Vox Harbour was designed as a sound installation at Socrates 
Scupture Park in Queens, New York.

This is a prominent site that looks back toward mid-town Manhattan.



Vox Harbour was meant to be an installation of wood framed ‘ear 
pieces’ that would include hidden ear pieces.

The idea was for Visitors to go into the Ear Pieces (there would be 
three: one at Socrates; one at an adjacent site in Queens; and one on 
Roosevelt Island.) and talk.

Hidden microphones would pick up the spoken text from all Visitors. The 
text would be joined into a sound loop that would be an overlay of all the 
spoken text from Visitors to the tiny Ear Pavilions.

The Concept was to create architecture in support of an archive of 
spoken Graffitti.

Queens, New York, is home to more different ethnic groups with more 
different languages, than any other community in the United States.

Truly Spoken Graffitti.




